
SOUTH CALIFORNIA 
Southern California offers unique attractions in terms of nature, culture and fun
entertainment.

NATURE

- Two characteristic islands not far from the cities: in one you can enjoy a
typical Mediterranean landscape and in the other you can see one of the ten best
beaches in America and a historic hotel where Marilyn Monroe starred in a
famous film
- A golden beach with gigantic waves frequented by celebrities
- A rotating cable car that climbs vertically to a height of 1800 meters with a
thermal excursion equivalent to that perceived when driving from Mexico to
Canada
- A park with sand dunes 183 meters high
- A suggestive and supernatural expanse of mineralized salt water in constant
evaporation

CULTURE

- The places where Frank Sinatra, Elvis Presley and other celebrities went to
party in extravagant luxury villas
- A coastal resort with Tudor-style buildings, fine restaurants, elegant boutiques
and multi-colored hot air balloon rides
- A house with circular rooms covered in stone and glass on three levels where,
on May 1, 1967, Elvis Presley and his wife Priscilla spent their honeymoon
- The places where the famous movie Top Gun 1986 with Tom Cruise was
filmed
- A USA Air Force NASA flight test facility where the pilot of the world's first
supersonic flight took off and where the first space shuttles landed from their
missions
- The place in Los Angeles where the ancient Mexican city was founded

CULTURE FUN

CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION

WHY TRAVEL WITH US
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1  TAILOR-MADE ITINERARIES

 20% DISCOUNT FOR ATLANTIC
TRAVELLERS CLUB MEMBERS2

 ONE PERSON FREE WITH 15 PAYING3

FUN - ENTERTAINMENT

- Amusement and theme parks from the oldest to the most modern with
adrenaline-pumping attractions for adults, games for children, aquatic
animal shows and the film industry
- An annual competition with over 600 surfers, concerts, motocross and
skateboarding
- An annual film festival of Hollywood stars featuring over 200 films from
over 60 countries

www.visitatlantictraveltours.com


